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Michael 
brothers 
appeal 
motion 
by Emily Bonden 
-News editor 
· ASCWU-BOD elections seem to 
end with voting day, but investiga-
tions performed by the Elections 
Commission have two candidates, 
Mark Michael and Dan Michael, 
fighting to keep the positions they 
were set to celebrate winning. 
The commission moved to dis-
qualify the Michael brothers on 
charges that they withheld financial 
information and violated the cam-
paign spending cap by more than 10 
percent, a violation that comes with 
an automatic disqualification. 
"The motion explained that the 
commission believed all of the 
receipts were not accurate and it 
caused them to look at the advertise-
• ments," John Drinkwater, Campus 
Life director, said. "There's receipts, 
there's posters and there's the Copy 
Shop telling us how many posters 
they ran." 
Yesterday the Council of Probity 
met to review the motion made by 
the commission and to hear addition-
al information from the commisssion 
and both the Michaels who appealed 
the motion on Monday. The meeting 
was continued to mid-afternoon. As 
of press time a decision regarding the 
disqualifications had not been made. 
Dan Michael said they appealed 
their cases because due process was 
not followed and the allegations were 
untrue. He said his disqualification 
came without any formal notice. 
"I informed Mark personally that 
: we were going to be looking at things 
concerning him at the meeting and 
that it would be in his best interest to 
be present," Adam Criswell, election 
commission chair, said. 
Criswell admitted that he did not 
"personally notify Dan Michael. 
Drinkwater said the commission 
was required to uphold the election 
· results or move to disqualify the can-
didates by Thursday and that they 
made the best decision at the time. 
Since then the election commis-
sion has further investigated the alle-
gations against the two candidates. 
The commission presented the new 
information to the Council of 
Probity, with a conclusion that the 
See APPEAL, page 4 
Holy Kamol-ey 
Lindsey Jackson/Observer 
Students took a first look at the $10 million restoration of 
Kamala Hall on Tuesday. 
by Susan Bunday 
Sports editor 
For the first time in four years, the 
halls of Kamola heard the clatter of 
residents. 
On June 3, future residents of the 
newly renovated residence hall took a 
walk-through tour. Greeted by freshly 
painted walls and turn of the century 
decor, students finally received a 
sneak peak at the rooms they will call 
home. Of the 160 students already 
signed up to live in the hall next 
year, around 100 turned out for 
the event. 
"We wanted students to know 
where they are living," Richard 
DeShields, assistant director of resi-
dence life and new student programs, 
said. 
Kamola, which was named after 
the favorite daughter of the Kittitas 
Indian Chief Ow-hi, was built in 1911 
and served as Central's first residence 
hall. To maintain an early 1900s feel, 
architects· kept the original moldings 
and used soft colors, rather than 
bright colors that are more in fashion 
today. 
"I think in some ways, it came out 
better than we planned," Stacy 
Klippenstein, residence life and new 
student programs director, said. "The 
look and feel is definitely there." 
The hall, which can house 220 stu-
dents, features seven gas fireplaces, a 
coffee bar, a center courtyard and an 
audio-visual room. 
"It's better than my expectations," 
Tera Frydenlund, freshman elemen-
tary education major, said. 
Others echoed Frydenlund's 
enthusiasm. 
"It's fantastic," Dale Walstad, sen-
ior flight technology major, said. 
"Some of the decor is very 1900s and 
some has a more new-age feel." 
Final touches to the facility are in 
the works, and could include the addi-
tion of period pieces, such as a pool 
table and 1912 baby grand piano. 
The 14-month, $10 million reno-
vation will be completed around June 
17. The hall will be furnished during 
the summer and into September, but 
will be ready for the students to move 
in for fall quarter, according -to Bill 
Yarwood, project director. 
Some students were disappointed, 
however, that the rooms had not yet 
been furnished. 
. "It would've been nice to see fur-
niture to know '"'.'hat to bring," Stefan 
Kulpa, freshman flight technology 
major, said. 
Nearly half of Kamola's residents 
will be living in the hall to take part in 
one of the many living-learning com-
munities (LLC) offered. LLCs group 
students together. in living sitUations 
based on their major. Some residents 
are excited for the opportunity to live 
with others in their major. 
"I really am a big supporter of 
LLCs," Leanne Todd, sophomore 
See KAMOLA, page 4-
Language·program signs out, 
student petition ends in angst 
by Joseph Castro 
Staff reporter 
The foreign language depart-
ment has come under scrutiny 
recently because some students and 
faculty · are displeased with the 
availability of American Sign 
Language (ASL) classes. 
Scott Posey, senior special edu-
~ation major, sent a petition with 60 
student's names to several deans 
after he discovered the ASL course 
he enrolled in was dropped. Posey 
asserts the ASL 153 course was cut 
because of a general lack of support 
'' Nobody dealt with 
it -- they just swept 
it under the rug. 
'' Scott Posey 
SJ·:,\'IOR SPECIAL EDUCA'JJON Ml\IOR 
for ASL and budget cutting in the 
foreign language department. 
Posey feels the student petition was 
ignored. 
"They didn't care who got hurt, 
how many students weren't allowed 
to continue thei? sequence for a for-
eign language requirement," Posey 
said. "Nobody dealt with it - they 
just swept it under the rug." 
Posey said he and other ASL stu-
dents are frustrated because they 
were dropped from the class well 
after registration was over, forcing 
them to rummage through the few 
alternative courses left. 
·Some students are pointing the 
finger at the administration for the 
foul up and attribute the departure 
of two ASL_ professors to a lack of 
support for the program. 
Two ASL professors, Karen 
Naughton and Bonnie Rudy, hired 
earlier this year, are leaving in part 
because they feel the administration 
has not supported the ASL program. 
"When I came here, I found that 
the department wasn't supportive of 
ASL," Naughton, ASL professor, 
See ASL, page 3 
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Police Briefs 
Compiled by George Hawley 
Staff reporter 
Asking for it 
5:53 p.m. May 24 
A student in Student Village 
left the door to his apartment 
open to let the air inside. While 
he was away, someone walked 
in and stole his X-Box, a game 
and four controllers. Total loss 
to the student was $350. 
Drawn out stupidity 
12:16 a.m. May 27 
An officer on foot patrol 
observed a student running 
from Beck Hall into the 1-15 
pa~king lot. The student then 
opened the trunk of a car and 
put what appeared to be beer 
into a backpack. The officer 
confronted the student and real-
ized that he was intoxicated. 
The officer asked him if he was 
21 and he replied that he was. 
The officer then asked to see his 
l.D. and he claimed he didn't 
have it with him. The student 
then gave the officer a fake 
name, birth date and address. 
When the officer asked to see 
· his wallet, the student sprinted 
away and ran back into Beck 
Hall. The officer later found 
the student and arrested him for 
MIP and obstructing a law 
enforcement officer. 
Breaking the seal 
1 :40 a.m. May 30 
An officer parked near the 
intersection of Dean Nicholson 
Boulevard and North Walnut 
Street observed a student uri-
nating near Nicholson Pavilion. 
The officer approached the stu-
dent and smelled alcohol on 
him. The student denied that he 
had been urinating but admitted 
to drinking. He was issued a 
citation for MIP. 
Skater-hater 
June l 
A student reported that her 
skateboard had been stolen 
from the recreation room of 
Stephens-Whitney Hall. Total 
loss to the student was $200. 
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Patrons pour the drinks 
by Emily Duplessis 
Staff reporter 
Picture one of the downtown 
Ellensburg bars. (All those under 21, 
think Cheers) Now, take away the 
pool tables, music, mixed drinks, and 
women and one could be standing in 
the First and Last Chance Tavern. 
The First and Last Chance is locat-
ed on Vantage Highway across the 
street from Dairy Queen and has been 
a familiar hangout for many locals 
since 1938. 
Owner of The First and Last 
Chance Wayne Winegars is serving 
time in the Kittitas County Jail on 
DUI charges. Winegar is expected to 
be released in July, but until that time, 
a couple of the regular patrons of the 
tavern have vowed to keep business 
going with no profit for themselves. 
"I have been helping with the 
beer distributions, as far as getting 
things going while Wayne is in jail," 
Arnie Renulle, owner of the 
Horseshoe Bar in Ellensburg, said. 
Renulle said he is good friends 
with Winegar and he will do anything 
to help the First and Last Chance 
Tavern. Renulle's attitude and con-
cerns were in agreeance with the 
other patrons at the bar. 
The men behind the operation 
were unwilling to comment, but their 
assistance to the First and Last 
Chance Tavern seems to be greatly 
Michael Bennett/Observer 
Local patrons take turns running the First and Last Chance 
Tavern as owner Wayne Winegar serves jail time . . 
appreciated by all the people who 
have made it their second home, liter-
ally. 
The tavern is open for business 
from 4 p.m to 8 p.m. on weekdays and 
7 a.m on Saturday and Sunday. 
"Most of the guys only drink cof-
fee at seven,'' Matt Bender, bartender 
at the First and Last Chance said. 
"There is no specific time we close on ' 
the weekends, it's just when every- '. 
body wants to leave the clubhouse." 
Opportunity erupts for 
student volcanologist 
by Rachel Guillermo 
Staff reporter 
Hiking up mountain trails, cutting 
down trees and rolling around in dirt 
is not a bad way to earn college cred-
it toward a degree, as one Central 
Washington University graduate stu-
dent discovered. 
Stephen Slaughter, geological 
science graduate student, is one of 
three students nationwide to 
receive the 2003 Jack Kleinman 
Volcano Research Grants Program 
Award. 
The grants award $500 to $2000 
and are available to senior undergrad-
uates and graduate students who are 
conducting research in volcanology, 
preferably in the Cascade Range, 
Aleutian volcanic arc, Hawaii, 
Yellowstone, or the caldera of Long 
Valley, Calif. 
"He (Slaughter) came here with a 
project in mind that he wanted to do," 
Lisa Ely, assistant professor of geo-
logical science, said. "And he is sin-
gle minded in his purpose. He's made 
sure that he's going to make it hap-
pen." 
Under the direction of Ely and in 
collaboration with Kevin Scott at the 
USGS Cascades Volcano 
Observatory, Slaughter is conducting 
a research project entitled "Debris 
flows from glacial outburst floods of 
Chocolate Glacier, Glacier Peak vol-
cano, north Cascades: Origin, behav-
ior, risk assessment, and correlation 
with global warming." 
Slaughter did his undergraduate 
studies at Western Washington 
University. Slaughter then met Scott 
who interested Slaughter in a research 
project Scott had for graduate stu-
dents . 
"I was at a friend's party .who was 
friends with Scott and talked to him 
about debris flows," Slaughter said. 
"He said he had a project that I could 
work on if I were interested in going 
to grad school. So I decided to go to 
grad school and work on this project." 
Debris flows can be a danger to 
anything in its path. The purpose of 
Slaughter's research is to gather infor-
m;;ttion that can be used to predict 
future outburst floods and debris 
flows from glaciers in the Cascades. 
"I would describe Stephen as a 
serious young researcher with great 
potential for an academic career in 
geology," Scott said. "I am hoping he 
will decide to pursue a Ph.D." 
Slaughter plans to conduct a field 
reconnaissance study of the Glacier 
Peak Wilderness. The study will 
include an investigation of historical 
accounts, analysis of aerial photos and 
tree dating to assess the influence of 
climate, drainage slope, valley topog-
raphy and vegetation coverage on the 
initiation and mobility of debris flows 
that result from glacial outburst 
floods. 
"I just want to understand debris 
flows better because I think_ it's 
important," Slaughter said. "With the 
increasing raise in climate, we're 
going to have more and more debris 
flows occurring." 
The program is administered by 
the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) 
and is intended to perpetuate and 
memorialize the attributes embodied 
by Jack Kleinman, a USGS employee 
who died in a kayaking accident in 
1994. 
The other two awardees of the 
grants are Jennifer Adleman from the 
University of Alaska Fairbanks, and 
Stacey Hager from the University of 
Or~gon. 
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ASL: Decreased enrollment, faculty leave 
Continued from page 1 
said. "As far as people in the depart-
ment supporting me and Bonnie as 
individuals, there has been no prob-
lem." 
Naughton and Rudy said they 
came to Central Washington 
Univers~ty from full-time positions 
at the University of New Mexico 
under the impression they would 
establish ASL as a new major at 
Central. 
"We were contacted and recruit-
ed to come here," Naughton said. 
"They made it sound very exciting 
and we would have the freedom to 
mold the major, so we decided to 
come." 
Naughton said the administra-
tion had not done their homework 
when deciding to pursue an ASL 
program in Ellensburg. Naughton 
said the crucial component of a 
good ASL program is the predomi-
nance of the deaf community --
Ellensburg only has approximately 
eight deaf residents. 
"My opinion is Central is not an 
appropriate university to have a 
four year major in ASL, and the 
number one reason is because there 
is no deaf community to support it," 
Naughton said. 
Despite Naughton' s frustrations 
with the administration, she said she 
is leaving on good terms with the 
faculty of the foreign language 
department. 
The administration and the for-
eign language department had no 
explanation for the instructors' 
decision to leave. 
The administration emphasizes 
the ASL program was not singled 
out or unfairly budgeted money, but 
was reduced due to decreased 
enrollment. 
The department laid off one part-
time ASL instructor, Vince Gulotta. 
Michael Bennett/Observer 
Karen Naughton signs in front of her ASL class. 
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by Martha Goudey-Price 
Staff reporter 
Central Washington University 2003 
graduates will receive motivation and 
encouragement with their diploma on 
June 14 at Central's graduation cere-
monies. 
Activities include 
a commencement 
journey of change that has taken place 
since this year's graduates were fresh-
men. 
Brandi Swenson, senior special edu-
,cation major, may not need any more 
motivation as she graduates after four 
years at Central. Swenson knew she 
'' address by motiva-
tional speaker and 
teacher, Bob 
Moawad, a Central 
alumnus. Moawad 
has made presenta-
tions to more than 
two million people 
during the past 20 
years and travels 
I'm just looking 
forward to 
wanted to be a spe-
cial education 
teacher in high 
school. 
"I"m just look-
ing forward to cel-
ebrating with my 
friends and fami-
ly," Swenson said. 
"They're really 
excited. I'm one of 
the first in my fam-
ily to graduate 
from college." 
celebrating with 
my friends and 
family. 
more than 200,000 
'' miles a year speak-ing to groups all over 
the world. 
Brandi Swenson Swenson plans to teach special 
Moawad 
SENIOR SPECIAL 
EDUCATION Mi\JOR 
education in 
Spokane after 
received his bache-
lor's degree in health education in 1964 
and a master's degree in physical educa-
tion in 1967 from Central. Since then he 
founded Edge Learning Institute, a pro-
fessional development firm which 
assists organizations to motivate 
employees, increase productivity, man-
age change without stress and improve 
customer satisfaction. 
Graduates will also · hear student 
speaker Ryan Hillsberg, senior political 
science major, who will talk about the 
traveling a little 
this summer. After a year of war.king, 
Swenson may return to Central for her 
masters. 
The on-campus graduation ceremo-
ny is scheduled for IO a.m., Saturday, 
June 14 at Tomlinson Field, and 936 
undergraduates, 82 masters, and 109 
faculty are expected to participate. 
The Westside graduation ceremony 
will be held at 1 :30 p.m., Sunday, June 
15 at Skookum Pavilion on the Highline 
Community College campus. 
Hillsberg to be student commencement speaker 
by Jennifer McDaniel 
Contributing reporter 
On June 14 at 10 a.m. in crisp 
flowing crimson robes and expected 
sweltering heat, 926 Central 
Washington Univ,ersity graduates 
will make their way across the stage 
on Tomlinson Field to be awarded 
their diplomas. 
This landmark celebrates years of 
accomplishments, perserverance and 
dedication for graduating students. 
Among the 2003 graduating class 
one student is the recipient of a $200 
cash award who will have the com-
plete undivided attention of a crowd 
of more than 7,000 spectators. 
Ryan Hillsberg is a senior with a 
double major in political science and 
philosophy. Hillsberg transferred to 
Central two years ago from Tacoma 
Community College (TCC). After 
graduation from TCC, Hillsberg· had 
not intended on going to Central. 
However, he found himself in love, 
proposing marriage, altering his 
plans and moving to Ellensburg. 
. Now Hillsburg not only finds 
himself graduating, but addressing 
his fellow classmates. 
In early April the Provost's 
office sent a letter inviting all eligi-
ble seniors with a cumulative GPA of 
3.5 or above to submit a graduation 
speech no more than four minutes 
long. 
An eight member selection com-
mittee including students, faculty 
and staff read and ranked all speech-
es in the areas of topic, content, 
organization, development of an idea 
and conclusion. 
"It was a difficult decision, there 
were 25 great speeches," Tracy 
Sch~indt, Registrar, said, "I hope 
APPEAL: Council meets, 
brothers may be exonerated 
Continued from page 1 
two had apparently not exceeded the 
spending caps. 
"If we were to take this as accu-
rate information, I think it is fair to 
say that they did not go over the 
spending cap," Drinkwater said. 
The Michael brothers were con-
fidant that they had not violated 
campaign rules. 
"The only place we went wrong 
was by not itemizing (receipts) to a 
T," Dan Michael said. ''We thought, 
'We're under, we know we're 
under.' We thought it would be that 
simple." 
Election commission chair 
Criswell said the unclear receipts 
were more a case of misunderstand-
ing than of deliberately withholding 
information. 
The Council of Probity is 
charged with deciding whether the 
election commission's disqualifica-
tions were appropriate to the cir-
cumstances of the situation. 
If the disqualification is upheld, 
the newly elected Board of 
Directors will be running with five 
rather than seven members, enough 
to do business but with the problem 
of who chairs the board remaining. 
"There is no other language in 
the ASCWU constitution that allows 
for another individual to take that 
place,' Drinkwater said. 
more will take advantage of this 
honor and apply next year." 
Five finalists were chosen for the 
Ellensburg commencement. The 
finalists were invited to present their 
speeches to the selection committee, 
who chose one student speaker and 
one alternate. The same selection 
process applied to the Westside com-
mencement for Central 's Campus 
Centers. The 2003 Ellensburg com-
mencement speaker is Ryan 
Hillsberg; Irene Medenica is the 
alternate. The Westside commence-
ment speaker is Giselle Blanton; 
Mabruka Beidalah is the alternate. 
Hillsberg's speech will reflect on 
life and simplicity in Ellensburg and 
the progression through .four stages 
of college. It will als9 address the 
impact his professors have made on 
him and how Central is a part of who 
students are and where they are 
KAM OLA: 
GPA required 
Continued from page 1 
music business major and future resi-
dence adviser, said. 
Deshields also hopes that LLCs 
will create a better environment for 
studying. 
Students who live together work 
well together," Deshields said. 
Other residents must have a grade 
point average (GPA) of at least 3.0. 
This is the first time in Central history 
GPA was required to live in a resi-
dence hall. 
Other criteria for living in the hall 
were upperclassmen status or admit-
tance to the Douglas Honors College. 
going. 
"Knowledge is power. As we 
branch out into various fields, we 
must use this power for good, to bet-
ter not only our respective areas, but 
society as well," Hillsberg said. 
Hillsberg said he ·wrote his 
speech with humor and what he calls 
"appropriate corniness" regarding 
success and the future. After gradua-
tion Hillsberg will be busy sifting 
through several opportunities within 
the State Department and eventually, 
after the required two to three years 
of job related experience, will apply 
to the Federal Bureau of 
Investigation. 
The four finalists will receive a 
special plaque from the senior class 
and are invited to an honorary lunch-
eon with President Jerilyn Mcintyre, 
Provost David Soltz, Vice President 
for Student Affairs and Enrollment 
Management Charlotte Tullos and 
the selection committee to which 
they recited their speeches. 
Alternates will receive $50 and the 
remaining finalists receive $25 each 
along with certificates. 
"Graduation is a time of reflec-
tion, anticipation, uncertainty and 
accomplishment," Hillsberg said, 
"We must remember that whatever 
the future holds, Central has pre-
pared us for the journey ahead." 
The processional will be led by 
the Silver Cortege six juniors who 
have achieved the highest academic 
excellence of their class. The hon-
orees this year include Lindsay 
Groce, Ben Howie, Jason Porter, 
Jericho Razey, Mark Turley and 
Amber Westrick. 
Commencement is expected to 
last approximately 2 hours and 20 
minutes. 
HAIR by RoseAnn 
Barbara Leighton, 
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Receive a FREE shampoo ($5 value) 
We provide Kobra Komforts' patented neckrest for the salon 
shampoo bowl for Safety, Sanitation, Watertight seal, Rinse control 
& COMFORT 
Walk-ins Welcome Next to CWU 
215 E. 8th Ave. 929-4197 
2002-2003 State of the ASCWU Address 
Presented by C. Nathan Harris, ASCWU President 
Associated Students, Faculty, Staff and CWU Community Members; 
With sincere faith in the current and future democratic health of the ASCWU; in humble confidence 
that the 2002-2003 ASCWU Board of Directors has conceived and realized a vision for the 
revitalization of the Associated Student's mechanism for Advocacy, Representation and Service; 
and, in sober gratitude for the dedication, commitment and exemplary demonstration of ideal integrity, 
excellence, and ethics in the leadership exhibited by my existing Vice Presidents, I reflect in nostalgic 
Observer - News - June 5, 2003 Q 
wonder on the accomplishments and perseverance of the ASCWU Board of Directors. • 
Ad astra per aspera, a Latin idiom, succinctly captures in language the phenomenal maneuverability ~ 
the ASCWU has demonstrated this academic year in the circumvention of crisis, defeat, and • 
Samuelson Union Building 116 • 509-963-1693 • ascwu@cwu.edu • www.cwu.edu/ impairment. Having begun as six of seven members and destined to remain a fraction of our 
possible and intended totality, the ASCWU has thrived and proven capable by the creative and 
dynamic means through which the ASCWU's steadfast,. worthy and incomparable servants, 
representatives and advocates have coped and conquered. The establishment and later dismantling 
of the Office of Government Relations (followed by the Board's appointment of Vice President for 
Political Affairs, Monica Medrano) as well as the immensely valuable spectrum of skills contributing 
to Vice President for Clubs and Organizations, Karina Bacica's success (in times of dire necessity) , 
as an interchangeable Executive Vice President, are both examples of the ASCWU's fearlessness 
in adversity. C. Nathan Harris, Brandy Peters, 
VP for Equity & 
Karina Bacica, 
VP for Clubs & 
Megan Fuh/man, 
VP for Student 
David Uberti, 
VP for 
Monica Medrano 
VP for 
Organizational strife and resilience, however, fail to holistically illustrate the remarkable 
accomplishments and progress made by the 2002-2003 ASCWU Board of Directors in the 
representation of students in every facet of student life on campus as well as on local, state, national, 
and global levels; in the advocacy for student needs through the offices of the Vice Presid~nts of 
the Board Directors while facilitated and Chaired by the President; and in service to students by 
cultivating a democratically inclusive and civically engaged campus community that is both supportive 
and representative of a dynamic and diverse student body. 
Our representation of students in local, state and national politics is evident in a series of initiatives 
manifested through the Office of Legislative Affairs, Directed by Monica Medrano, including a grass 
roots lobbying effort to secure, from the Washington State Legislature, the Phase II Funding for 
Central Washington University's New Music Education Facility (congratulations to Myles Milholland, 
Assistant Director of the OLA and David Ecklund-Grayum, Legislative Liaison), a competitive voter 
registration drive involving nearly 20 residence halls, and a pilgrimage to Washington DC intended 
to provide the .ASCWU with an opportunity to dialogue and exchange with Washington State 
Congresspersons in our representation of the unique struggles and needs of Central students. 
Our advocacy for student interests in existing democratic processes is no better exemplified than in 
the efforts of Vice President Megan Fuhlman in the direction, supervision, facilitation, and progress 
she has singularly brought to the Recreation and New Student Union Project and Committee. 
While simultaneously integrating and maintaining a predominant ASCWU voice within the SUB/ 
REC Project as well as Chairing the current SUB Union Board, Vice President Fuhlman will have 
left an indelible service to future and current constituents with a series of proposed housing policy 
changes resultant from her leadership in the Progressive Living Task Force. 
In an effort, similarly, to affect systemic change in the pursuit of social justice for the underrepresented 
constituencies under the auspices of theASCWU, Vice President for Equity and Community Service, 
Brandy Peters (with the Assistance of Lateisha Marks and Leandra Oliveira) has served selflessly 
as a representative on the President's Diversity Council, as Chair of the Equity and Services Council, 
as a member of the Commission on Diversity in the Curriculum, and has, in modest representation, 
fostered and developed the Equity and Services Council into an agency and networking coalition of · 
substantive magnitude through strategic structural expansion and secured funding increases. 
Serving as a partner to Vice President Peters on the President's Diversity Council, Vice President 
for Academic Affairs, David Uberti has, for the 2002-2003 academic year, Chaired the Commission 
on Diversity in the Curriculum thereby influencing and further propagating the mission of the Fac-
ulty Senate General Education Requirement and Academic Affairs Committees for the develop-
ment of a Multicultural core requirement; served as a Senator in the Faculty Senate while offering 
a substantial effort to resurrect the controversial issue of online course dialogue and feedback; and 
has represented the ASCWU as a voting member of the F acuity Senate Academic Affairs Commit-
tee. Vice President Uberti's efforts may additionally have contributed to policy augmentations in 
greater favor to students whose University related absences may currently negatively impact the 
assessment of academic performance. 
Both Vice Presidents Peters and Uberti have represented the ASCWU in the noble initiation of 
civically thoughtful and volunteer oriented community service projects buy organizing the beautifi-
. cation of the Kittitas County Action Council offices as well as the collection of over 60 feet of hair for 
the "Locks for Love" project respectively (the donations of which will produce wigs for children 
otherwise financially incapable of affording such necessities). 
Although the Office for Clubs and Organizations has never reflected a more broad, diverse, partici-
patory, and increasingly expansive constituency, Vice President for Clubs and Organizations Karina , 
Bacica (with administrative support from David Hamilton, Club Senate Treasurer and Ewa 
Szymanska) has far superseded the duties and expectations of her prescribed responsibilities 
clearly identifiable in the Vice President's successful advocacy for supplemental Club Senate fund-
ing Spring Quarter, service as the interim ASCWU Executive Vice President, contributions to the 
President reports on trip to Washington D.C. 
Associated Students, 
Upon our return from the Nation's capital, Vice President for Political Affairs, Monica Medrano, and I are 
proud to report a successful journey relative to our continued dedication to advocacy, representation and 
service to all constituents, current and future. 
Our liaison with Washington State Senators Murray and Cantwell's offices resulted in the most confidence 
inspiring dialogue as Legislative Assistants Bethany Little and Michelle Chen respectively reinforced the 
Democratic Party's strong commitment to Higher Education. All of the elected Washington State officials 
(including Congressman Hastings), with whom Miss Medrano and I spoke, articulated intentional support of 
longevity for our minority populations in the form of TRIO funding for programs such as Student Support 
Services, CAMP, McNair Scholars Prograf)l and HEP. However, the Senators Cantwell and Murray 
specifically vocalized explicit concern and identified Democratic efforts in regard to Pell Grant award 
expansion and Federal Loan accessibility. 
I will reinforce to the Associated Students the positive impact of our visit by sharing the expressed 
appreciation of Doc Hastings, Patty Murray, and Maria Cantwell's offices and aids with our willingness to 
address the struggles, express the concerns, and illustrate the interests of Central Washington University 
students. Our visit was the first on behalf of a student perspective relative to Higher Education in 
Washington State and Vice President Medrano and I are proud and humbled to have had the honor of 
representing our constituents as well as matriculating students on such matters of grave import. 
We thank you and invite any further dialogue at your convenience by utilizing our contact information. 
Sincerely and Respectfully, 
C. Nathan Harris, ASCWU President 
Services and Activities Fees Committee as a voting member, representation of the ASCWU as a 
Senator in the Faculty Senate, and her continuous and unfaltering support of and dedication to the 
ASCWU Board of Directors Vice Presidents and President. 
I genuinely thank and soberly honor you each for your unparalleled service, advocacy and repre-
sentation. 
The efforts of the Board of Directors as an agency may be reflected in various multilateral projects 
not yet explicitly mentioned and to include without limitation to the funding of countless students' 
personal and professional development at conferences, seminars, and co curricular academic op-
portunities throughout the globe; the grassroots organizing effort of and fiscal support for the "Love 
All Hate None" Campaign coordinated in assertion of the -values shared by various campus and 
community stakeholders for an inclusive and accepting campus climate at Central Washington 
University; the visualization, creation, development, and continuation of the Central Washington 
University, New York Times and Daily Record Partnership in Education Readership Program; and 
the general functionality, efficiency, effectiveness, and superior performance in the participation of 
students and ASCWU representatives in every facet of Central Washington University's democratic 
processes. 
As change agents within our organization we may, in future years, be remembered by those to 
follow as a Board of Directors responsible for the establishment of the ASCWU Publicity Center, the 
creation of the ASCWU Officer for Public Relations, and the augmentation of the Board by that 
Officer as one additional exofficio nonvoting representative. Tamara Broughton, the first, intrepid, 
and irreplaceably brilliant ASCWU Public Relations Officer will be proven to have left a history of 
excellence to be respected, revered, and sought after. Per~aps we, as well, will be remembered for 
having left the ASCWU in an enviably vibrant and vital democratic state, with the respect of our 
institution, and the admiration of our peers. 
As I step away from the ASCWU I reinforce the value of past initiatives and encourage the continu-
ation of endeavors in relation to the strengthening and interdependent mutualism of the ASCWU 
and the Washington Student Lobby State Board of Directors, the attainment and security of com-
prehensive and substantive institutional student employee rights, vigilant vocalization in favor of 
legislative tuition setting authority and the identification of a predictable and stable source of fund-
ing for higher education from the Washington State Legislature. 
Paramount and without comparable gravity should remain the duty of the ASCWU to enforce the 
provision of a quality and accessible higher education at Central Washington University while vigi-
lantly demanding institutional respect for the rights and interests of all students equally and without 
discrimination. 
As these final days of the academic year grow in illustrious light and length but slowly falter in 
number and succumb ultimately to the academic year of our institution's future, I end my final term 
wearily and proudly with my staff, my Board of Directors, and my fellow students in resolution and 
relief, in nostalgic recollection and humble thanks, and in honor for the company of those with 
whom I have been blessed . 
I thank you, my constituents, my Vice Presidents, my staff, and my friends. God bless. 
s7~1yi:~ 
C. Nath n Harris · 
2002-2 3 ASCWU President 
2001-2002 ASCWU Vice President for Equity and Community Service 
Thank You's from the ASCWU BOD 
From the BOD: Thank you to Wing Central for their gracious donation! 
From Brandy Peters: A special thanks to Equity and Services Council representatives: Keith Angotti from 
ABLE, Cindy Figueroa from BSU, John Strasser from MEChA, Samantha Caldwell from SAFE, Matt Newland 
from GALA-GLBTSA. Also I would like to thank Melissa Arquette from AISES, Ashley Allen from Anime. Special 
thanks to Lateisha Marks, Leandra Oliveira, Leslie Webb, and Lorinda Anderson-Ramsdell. I am so thankful to 
have had each of you in my life. 
From David Uberti & Megan Fuhlman: We would like to extend a special thanks to the ACWU-BOD office 
staff. Without your help this year our office would not have been a success. We will ~iss you all: Alexis, RJ, 
Danel19, Stephanie, Kim, and Allison!! 
From Karina Bacica: With the highest number of recognized clubs this year, the office of Clubs and 
Organizations has been undoubtedly hectic and chaotic. Had it not been for the Club Senate Administrative 
Assistant and Club Senate Treasurer, the office would be a complete catastrophe. Ewa Szymanska and Dave 
Hamilton have been exceptional employees. I truly appreciate Dave and Ewa's efforts this year, and the 
opportunity to have worked with these two stellar individuals. 
From Monica Medrano: I would like to thank Myles Milholland, the Assistant Director of the Office of Legislative 
Affairs and David Eklund-Grayum the Student Liaison. I appreciated your hard work and efforts all yea'r long. 
I think the OLA has made a very impactful presence on CWU's campus. Without the both of you, that would 
have not been possible. Thank you both so much! 
Last meetings of the year to be held today 
ASCWU Board Of Directors: 3 p.m. in the SUB pit • Club Senate: 4 p.m. in the SUB Yakama Room 
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR POLICY 
The Observer welcomes letters to the editor. All letters must be sub-
mitted by 5 p.m., Monday before the week of publication. Letters 
must be typewritten and less than 350 words. 
1n1on 
All letters must include your name and phone number for verifica-
tion. Only one letter a month will be accepted from an individual. 
The Observer reserves the right to edit for length, style, grammar, 
libel and matters of taste. Anonymous letters will not be published. 
Send letters by mail or e-mail to: The Observer, Central Washington 
University, Ellensburg, WA 98926-7435; observer@cwu.edu or by fax 
at (509) 963-1027. 
0 B S E R·v AN C E 
5-year wall decoration 
B.A. Journalism, print specialization 
This is the prestigious title for my degree listed on my resume that I 
have been polishing up for prospective employers. And in a little more 
than a week I will sit at Tomlinson Stadium for three hours, probably in 30 
MPH winds, hungover, my family searching a sea of maroon for my famil-
iar face and waiting for that 1.3 seconds when my name is announced and 
I am handed that heralded piece of paper; the diploma. Please hold your 
applause 'til the end. 
So that's what I have, right? A piece of paper and a title? No, my par-
ents spoiled me with copious amounts of money for tuition, rent, food (and 
beer) for more than just a piece of paper I can frame and put up in my yet 
to be found office. In fact, that certificate of accomplishment ·is exactly 
what will get me that office, right? 
Five years, two schools, about 200 credits, numerous papers, presenta-
tions and assignments, a couple dozen professors, tests (and cheat sheets), 
six old-growth trees (with a few spotted owls and tree buggers living in 
them) worth of paper, 3,807 stolen pens, $2. 7 million worth of textbooks 
($79.34 returned for buy-backs), late nights, one 8 a.m. class (never again) 
and countless other expenses and sacrifices all went into getting that sin-
gle document. 
I worked long and hard to get to this point. I must have learned some-
thing? Let me think. 
Hold on, I'm still thinking. 
Wait, I know ... no, no, that was high school metal shop. 
I have spent a lot of time in classrooms throughout my higher educa-
tion tenure, and while I may have a few tidbits that could help during a 
rousing game of trivial pursuit (I am more of a Twister kind of guy), my 
- real education came outside of the classroom. 
I'm sure all of my avid readers expect me to ~ow talk about all I have 
learned from getting drunk and doing crazy things and women. While I 
may have learned many valuable lessons from that, I will try to enlighten 
you by other means. 
I gained my most useful knowledge from practical experience. The 
Observer is not a class, we make a newspaper the same way the pros do. 
And we learn by doing it (and making mistakes, a very important part of 
learning). I have not taken one class on how to "make a newspaper." I have 
worked for the Observer for more than two years and I am walking away 
feeling confident that I could write for any newspaper ... that would take 
me. 
My most valuable experience was my internship at a weekly newspa-
per. I didn't read textbooks and take tests while I was learning more than 
I ever had before and gaining three months of experience that will help me 
more than my whole college career combined. 
My advice to all of you is to not rely on a single piece of paper to get 
you a job. Take an active role, even if you are getting paid little or not at 
all, by taking advantage of extracurricular opportunities. Real experience 
and proven ability means a lot more to an employer than just a diploma. 
-Shane Cleveland 
LETTERS -TO TH .E 
BOD ENDORSEMENTS 
Cleveklnd is wrong 
andajoke 
I am just writing to say that you 
(Shane Cleve_land) are a poor 
excuse for a reporter. After reading 
your BOD endorsements in the 
May 22 edition I was shocked 
about how little you knew about 
the candidates you endorsed. For 
example the candidate you 
endorsed for president decided not 
to run just days after he applied for 
the position. You would know this 
if you had talked to him but your 
first clue should have been the 
absence of any campaign posters or 
the fact that he wasn't present at 
any of the debates. 
As for the candidate you 
endorsed for V.P. for clubs and 
organizations, Tony Aronica, you 
said "he seems to have more expe-
rience with clubs." Tony is a very 
cool guy and would have done a 
great job but would you have said 
that if you knew he was a senior at 
Ellensburg High School? As for 
Dan Michael, if you attended any 
debates you would not have 
endorsed him, but never the less he 
was elected . . . and rejected? 
Apparently he falsified his cam-
paign expenditures and is now dis-
qualified. 
If you endorsed the best candi-
date it would have been purely by 
chance. 
It is too bad that you represent 
so many lazy, ignorant, reporters 
from which the majority of 
Americans get their information. 
Hopefully people knew what a joke 
you were based on some of your 
previous articles and didn't vote 
purely off your endorsements. 
What does your mom have to say 
about that? 
Fledra Newstrom 
Junior 
Asian Pacific studies 
EDITOR 
GRADUATION 
Administrators 
congratuklte, warn 
Dear Students, 
As another academic year 
comes to an end and we approach 
graduation, we want to be among 
the first to congratulate all of you 
for the fine work you've done this 
past year. We've had many reasons 1 
to be proud of you. 
Many of you have excelled in 
the classroom where you have met 
the rigorous demands of the facul-
ty. You've demonstrated your 
excellence in more public settings 
as well including at SOURCE; at 
regional, national, and even inter-
national conferences; on the stages 
of Hertz Hall, Tower Theatre, 
·See LETTERS, page 7 
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McConnell Auditorium, and 
Benaroya Hall; on the athletic 
field, and in the context of civic 
engagement and service learning 
projects. Your outstanding accom-
plishments bring distinction to you 
and to the university. So again we 
say, "Congratulations!" 
Now is the time for celebration 
and a word of caution. Many of 
you will celebrate with your fami-
lies; others will celebrate with fel-
low students. Whatever form your 
celebration takes, we encourage 
you to remember that you are part 
of and have a responsibility to the 
larger university and surrounding 
community. We encourage you to 
be concerned for your own safety 
and the safety of others. We 
encourage you to maintain stan-
dards of civility and to consider 
how your actions _ affect your 
friends and neighbors. 
s.ometimes, in the spirit of cele-
bration, students have violated 
ordina~y standards . of decent 
behavior, the student judicial code, 
or local laws. Law enforcement 
officers have been called to neigh-
borhoods to respond to excessive 
noise, underage drinking, and 
property damage. 
Just as your scholarly accom-
plishments bring welcome distinc-
tion to you and to the university, 
this kind of public behavior has 
resulted in an unwelcome public 
image and penalties to students and 
to the university. 
Sometimes, the negative fall-
out from excessive partying has 
been minor, but at other times it 
has been serious. 
We wish you well as you 
complete the year and, for many of 
you, your academic career at 
Central. Now is the time for joyful 
and responsible celebration. 
Sincerely, 
Jerilyn S. Mcintyre 
President 
Charlotte Tullos 
Vice President for Student 
Affairs 
and Enrollment Management 
·LETTERS 
THUMBS 
.. __ U_P 
"Thumbs up to a flag 
finally waving in the 
International Flag 
Pavilion." 
-Susan Bunday 
Sports editor 
"Thumbs up to the peo-
ple who always let the 
quiet pot smokers and 
drunkards go about 
·their business." 
-:-Eva Tallmadge 
Copy editor 
"Thumbs up to profes-
sors who give optional 
finals." 
-Megan Wade 
Asst. News editor 
"Thumbs up to my 
friends who stay up 
here for a-long time so I 
can come back and 
visit." 
-Shane Cleveland 
Editor-in-chief 
"Thumbs up to the 
freshmen 15 and bikinis 
for making me look like 
the skinny one." 
-Lindsey Jackson 
Asst. Sports editor 
"Thumbs up to Darcy 
the custodian who 
cleans the Observer 
newsroom. We are 
filthy animals." 
-Emily Bonden 
News editor 
THUMBS 
~DOWN 
"Thumbs down to way 
too long graduation cere-
monies." 
-Shane Cleveland 
Editor-in-chief 
"Thumbs down to that 
bitchy She Said chick." 
-Jacob White 
Scene Editor 
"Thumbs down to that 
ass He Said guy." 
-Susan Bunday 
Sports editor 
"Thumbs down to biki-
\ 
nis bought before the 
freshmen 15." 
-Lindsey Jackson 
Asst. Sports editor 
"Thumbs down to the 
drunk who set off the 
fire alami in my dorm 
one cold winter night. 
We all had to wait out-
side in the cold until the 
fire department came 
and told us we could go 
back in." 
-Eva Tallmadge 
Copy editor 
"Thumbs down to 
California." 
-Casey Steiner 
Online editor 
"Thumbs down to this 
year's freshmen girls no 
longer being fresh." 
-Ben Davis 
Asst. Scene editor 
America-hating leftists invade 
By George Hawley 
Staff Reporter 
My favorite leftward-leaning polit-
ical science professor (as though there 
is any other kind), loves to say the pri-
mary problem with the Bush adminis-
tration is that it suffers from hubris. 
Hubris is a common theme of Greek 
tragedies in which the protagonist is 
punished for his arrogance. Personally, 
I think the analogy is a stretch. 
However, as long as we are discussing 
the issue of overbearing pride, let us 
examine the culture of America-hating 
leftists that exist at this and every uni-
versity. 
There seems to be something about 
being in college that leads young peo-
ple to think that they have all the 
answers. Almost everyday, I overhear 
students discussing absurd conspiracy 
theories. They refuse to believe that 
the mainstream news media tells us 
"what's really going on." Leftist stu-
dents and faculty connect imaginary 
dots with imaginary lines. Their own 
arrogance tells them that they are 
smarter than the majority of America. 
According to the college radical 
paradigm, every event in the world is 
the result of evil schemes designed by 
Bill Kristal, Haliburton, . "Neo-
Conservatives" Paul Wolfowitz, impe-
rialist Zionists, The Skull and Bones 
Society, multi-national corporations, 
the Fox News Channel and "Big Oil." 
The theories get pretty complicated 
and contradictory, yet the leftists take 
them as gospel truth, because they 
consider themselves too smart to 
believe what most of America accepts 
- as obvious. Their condescending atti-
tude is obscene, particularly when one 
remembers that these are the people 
who claim to be champions of the 
common man. 
When presented with facts, the 
Left can always respond, "It's all just 
propaganda." Apparently the only reli-
able source of information is The 
People's Weekly World. Debate with 
such people is useless because they 
will only believe information that 
backs up their twisted worldview. 
Their ideology tells them that America 
is the focal point of all evil in the 
world, and any evidence to the con-
trary is completely ignored. 
It is hubris that permits leftists to 
think they are smarter than the average 
American. Hubris lets them declare 
"Bush is an idiot" ·and hubris allows 
them to think they have some sort of 
special insight that can pierce through 
all of the supposed lies. 
If you want to believe in anti-
American nonsense, be my guest. I 
suppose you have the right to do so. 
However, if you are going to say that 
mainstream America has been tricked, 
and only you and other intellectual 
elites are smart enough to figure out 
"what's really going on," you may 
want to avoid calling others arrogant. 
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obscure ramblings 
Burning Bridges 
Home free 
by skaftle ss ysH Jacob White 
Scene editor 
The culmination of four long years sf eiHge SfiHk:iHg aRa ftlastt:tfeat 
iRg ts lstefRet J'Sfft of hard scholastic work is one week away. Soon I 
will make the same walk that many great fast fess "sflcefs aRa seefe 
ffH:ies scholars have made. Like many graduating seniors I am most excit-
ed for tke elaelcsHt eiHge the celebration with .. kate I ef Sft:iftk:eft gifls I \ 
eas fisa at tke MiRt family and friends that will follow the graduation cer-
emonies. 
During my stint in this e, eHatea J'iss Bfeak: Ellensburg I have learned 
that it is really keH a great place ts get stsReEI EtHa tit' ee" s gain a well-
rounded education. I have been eHfsetl blessed with the opportunity to 
experience such well-cultured events as seB.isf gslf the wall of oppres-
sion. 
When not iR a SfHHk:es stHJ'Sf participating in philanthropic activities 
I serve f'eSJ'le half as iRtelligest as ftle patrons at a local restaurant in 
order to fund my EleeaHehef) educ~tion, but my most rewarding college 
experience has been as a-sffi¥e an editor for the Observer. I have been 
given the chance to meet ~ important people in the community 
and have eeesftle fiatea 8ftS SeSJ'iSeS gained valuable work place experi-
ence. For those wishing to J'iSs f'eei:ile eff aREl ftleet stci1313eFs gain valu-
able practice in the discipline of seeial ElestFHeties journalism, I would 
highly recommend joining the Observer. The fist ehielcs people I have 
met through this experience will no doubt fill ) eafs sf ftlastHffiatef) Heeas 
stay life long friends of mine. 
I would also like to take this opportunity to , effiall) flit' sff give 
thanks to some very important people. Thanks to the BOD for tkeif self 
sef1isg J3HfJ3SSes giving so much to us. Thanks to the S and A commit-
tee for their fiseal a''afiee ability to make fair judgments. Thanks~ 
staeeiRg f80ftlftlates to all the friends that have helped me get to where I 
am today. 
Lastly I want to thank the liEj:t:t8f stefe aRa ftl) afiig aealef Jesus Christ, 
through you all things are possible. 
9 
DAYS TOO MANY 
UNTIL GRADUATION 
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When the l!oinl! l!ets 
weird, the weird turn 
pro. 
-Hunter s. Thompson 
. ................................................................. . 
words are, 01 course, 
the most powerful drue 
used by mankind. 
-Rudyard Kiplinl! 
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Where to sizzle 
in the sun 
Playboy legend: 
Fact or Ficfion? 
Local hot spots to head to when 
temperatures rise. PAGE 11 Raising the Bar Scene digs deep to find the truth behind Barto myth. PAGE 11 
"Party" game guide 
photo illustration by Michael Bennett/Observer 
"Party Games" can be an integral part to throwing the perfect graduation celebration. 
by Observer staff 
With commencement one week 
away, graduating Central 
Washington University students will 
be looking for ways to celebrate 
their accomplishments. 
While Central may not be the 
most acclaimed academic institute 
there is no denying Central students 
ability to turn any activity into an 
alcohol consumption-fest. 
After avoiding research for the 
majority of our scholarly careers, 
Scene has delved deep into research 
to offer these games to spice up 
graduation parties. 
WARNING: Scene does not con-
done or endorse underage drinking 
or binge drinking. Binge drinking 
may cause alcohol poisoning, death 
and in some cases may result in a 
lowering of sexual standards. 
Rating the games 
compiled by Natalie Bing 
Staff reporter 
Moose Head - Bounce a quarter 
off a table into an icecube tray. If it 
lands in the left side, give a drink, 
lands in right side, take a drink. If it 
lands in last two rows, the last per-
son to raise hands, "antler style," has 
to down the drink. 
Rating - Coordination and binge 
drinking, always an adventarous 
combination. 
Sink the Cap - Fill a cup with 
beer. Place a bottle cap upside down, 
floating on top of the liquid. Take 
turns pouring a drop of beer in the 
cap. Whoever sinks the cup downs 
the beer. Refill and repeat. 
Rating - With the mental stami-
na of "Operation" and the mental 
state of Ozzy Osbourne, this game 
can be as frustrating as a sunday 
morning search for alcohol. 
Hockey- Two team-s of two or 
three people alternating positions. 
Dealer deals out all the cards face 
down. The object of the game is to 
· throw the same card as the person 
before you. Jacks and sevens can't 
be scored on. Each hand is consid-
ered a period so you play three peri-
ods. When one team score, the other 
team must drink until the scoring 
team tells them to stop. At the end of 
a period, you drink the number of 
goals scored against you. 
Rating - For hockey fans who 
need yet another reason to get bel-
ligerent this is the perfect pre-funk 
game for a Stanley Cup party. 
·---------- .. ~ 
------
1 The Observer game 
• • 
From the t)ome of: Your campus newspaper staff 
Ingredients: Case of Busch Light, a newspaper 
and a party of one or more. 
Directions: Read the .Paper. 
Rules: 1 drink for spelling error. 
2 drinks for MIP (one for you, 
one for fallen comrade). 
3 drinks for sexual innuendo. 
4 drinks for obscene word. 
5 drinks for angry letter. 
6 drinks for blurry photograph. 
chug a beer for picture of a girl in bikini. 
---------------· 
Michael Bennett/Observer 
19th Street is one of the rumored locations of senior golf. 
Police threaten "golfers" 
with "penalty strokes" 
by Rachel Mills 
Staff reporter 
The first rule of senior golf is you 
don't talk about senior golf. At least 
that is how it seems this year. The 
whispers are getting louder as every-
one keeps asking, "Wheri and where 
is senior golf going to happen?" 
The real question people should 
be asking isn't when and where it's 
going to be, but, "Is it going to be?" 
Senior golf is the biggest party of 
the year, spanning multiple apart-
ments, usually consuming an entire 
street. Students of all ages run around 
in the bacchanalia for hours, imbib-
ing enough alcohol to make 
Washington State University cringe. 
People are whispering that the 
Ellensburg community has had 
enough and efforts are being made to 
s~ut down senio~ golf for good. 
"It's not going on anywhere," the 
manager of 19th Street Apartments, 
said. "We're going to do everything 
possible to keep it from happening on 
our properties." 
Apartment managers and property 
owners of possible locations for sen-
ior golf have been meeting with the 
Ellensburg Police Department to dis-
cuss their plans to control this year's 
event. 
"We do not encourage parties, 
period," Andrea Wing, one of the 
multiple managers of Creekside 
apartments, said. 
It has only been in the last two 
years that senior golf has risen as a 
major party during the last weekend 
before finals. In 2001, there were 800 
people in the Creekside apartment 
complex. In 2002, there were an esti-
mated 400 in the Stonebrook apart-
ments. 
It is the large number of partici-
pants that concern the Ellensburg 
Police. 
"People engage in risky behavior 
in a large crowd," Robert Richey, 
Chief of Ellensburg Police, said. "In a 
crowd with alcohol, a mob mentality 
can take over. In large parties like 
senior golf, fights occur as well as 
sexual assault." 
Last year's event resulted in 85 
arrests and citations. Another concern 
is the crowd's disregard for property. 
During the 2002 senior golf event, 
five apartment units suffered $)0,000 
combined in damage. 
Police action will be more strict 
this year. 
"This year, any criminal violation 
will result in a custodial arrest," 
Richey said. 
Richey said that no exceptions 
will be made this weekend. Even 
though students think laws can be 
bent during the last weekend of the 
quarter, the laws will still apply. 
Next weekend people probably 
won't be able to drive two blocks 
without seeing a cop car. 
"If it gets much larger than a 
handful of frieqds having a barbeque 
on a Saturday afternoon, they can 
expect a visit from the police," 
Richey said. 
With one weekend until gradua-
tion and still no set date for senior 
golf, it appears that all of the police, 
apartment managers' and owners' 
extra efforts may have scared away 
even the boldest bacchanalian stu-
dent, and seniors. might have to grad-
uate without golfing one last time. 
photos by Sean °Turpin/Observer 
Karen Foster is one of only a few nude art models for Central's art department. 
Nude art model shares all 
by Sean Turpin 
Staff photographer 
Fashion, glamour and money are 
the usual reasons people seek a pro-
fession in modeling, but one Central 
Washington University student mod-
els because she wants to help students 
learn how to draw. 
Karen Fortson, graduate student in 
theatre arts, helps many art students 
learn the curves and shadows 
involved in the art of sketching the 
human body. 
She is one of the few models 
available to the Central art depart-
ment who is willing to bare it all. 
Nude modeling is not something she 
does just to make money; modeling is 
her chosen profession. 
Fortson got her start at age six 
when she put on a fashion show for a 
Jerry Lewis telethon. 
She graduated from Howard 
University in Washington, D.C. -
-Paul Mitchell Signature 
Salon 
Make-up .6,1 ~ ----,-,.----..., 
Hair Design 
for your 
Most Special ' 
Occasion 
Mary McCfary 
Precision cuts for men, women 6 
children · haircolor 6 foils · permanent 
waves · makc·up lessons for aJI ages · 
expert eyebrow shaping 6 facial waxmg 
· spa manicures 6 pedicures 
tli/L~ll~ 
962-1717 
201 N. Main St. · Ellensburg. WA 
Call to hook your appt. Today! 
before attending the John Casablanca 
Modeling Center in Virginia to gain 
the knowledge needed to get a start in 
modeling. 
After leaving school, Fortson 
moved to Los Angeles, Calif., where 
she stayed for six years to work on 
her career. 
During her time in L.A. she 
appeared in 49 videos, six commer-
cials and two movies, Congo and 
Strange Days. 
She was also in runway shows 
every three months, and worked as a 
stripper, something she isn't thrilled 
about. 
"When you're starving in L.A., 
you will try just about anything," 
Fortson said. 
Since Fortson moved to 
Ellensburg, beginning art students 
have taken advantage of her expertise 
in modeling to perfect their skills of 
capturing the human body on paper. 
.. 
. 
Fortson gets the chance to take 
Linder 
CHIROPRACTIC 
.. 
• 
MYRON H. LINDER, D.C. 
SANDY LINDER, D.C 
RUTH BARE, LMP 
NELLIE BOLMAN, LMP 
"Professional Health Care 
with a Personal Touch! 
Insurance - Personal Injury 
Labor & Industries - Medicare 
Massage Therapy 
• 
•• 
962-2570 
Located Close 'to Campus 
1011 N. Alder St. • .. 
breaks and walk around during the 
sessions, because sitting in one posi-
tion for a long time causes her limbs 
to go numb. 
She has seen some very talented 
students, whereas others have a hard-
er time creating a piece that truly 
reflects the human body. 
Modeling isn't something Fortson 
takes lightly; it is her career, and she 
is using the chance to model for art 
students as a way of furthering it. 
"I would not recommend 1:his to 
someone who cannot sit still for long 
periods of time or is shy about their 
body," Fortson said. 
Fortson gave bi~th to a baby boy 
in January. At first, she thought it 
would be weird to model while she 
was pregnant because she was bigger, 
but that didn't stop her. 
"I don't have the body I had 
before I got pregnant, but modeling is 
what I do no matter how my body 
looks," Fortson said. 
- ·1 • 
-~'t',f ! ~ , ' ,~";~I ~ ' ~' •"/' r' \~. 
.•. as blue as the sky 
over the Cascades, 
in designer and 
custom settings. 
Art of Jewelry 
Blue Gem Co. 
709 S. Main Street 
925-9560 
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He Said 
She Said 
Question: My girlfriend has a 
plethora of pubes and enjoys me per-
forming oral sex on her. However I 
don't enjoy coughing up a hairball. 
How do I ask her to shave? Does this 
require me to shave also? 
He Said: With jeans rising lower 
and oral sex being deemed as our 
generation's way of "saving" ones 
virginity, pubic , hairstyles have 
become an integral part of one's sex-
ual appeal. A plethora (to use your big' 
word) "of terminology to describe 
these new hair-dos" has recently 
made its way into our sexual vocab; 
words like Brazilian, landing strip, 
Hitler and retro. Unfortunately for 
you, your girlfriend has chosen to 
grow out a Dr. J size fro and you're 
stuck with the remnants of last night's 
smorgasbord. 
Don't trade · her in for a sleeker 
model quite yet though, one good 
things about women is that they are 
often gullible. You can make almost 
any woman . do almost anything, as 
long as you can convince her that it is 
with romantic intentions. 
My suggestion is to lather up 
together in the steamy sanctuary of 
the shower. Ask her if you can try 
shaving her legs, she will no doubt 
view this as cute. Once finished with 
her legs_ tell her how sexy it would be 
to shave "a little more." (Remember 
this only works if you didn't butcher 
her legs.) 
You need to make this sound not 
completely perverted, so do what men 
are best at and lie. Once done with 
your hedging, it's time to show her 
the benefits of her new hairstyle and 
give her the kind of oral delight that 
Gene Simmons groupies have only 
experienced. Now that the precedent 
has been set, there will be no going 
back for her, as shaved pubes equal 
great pleasure. 
If this doesn't work, than you'll 
have to go back to the failsafe and tell 
her 
1
how sexy and fun it was to do 
your ex who shaved everything. Just 
hope she doesn't tell you how great it 
was having sex with her ex's Ron 
Jeremy like appendage. 
She Said:: I won't beat around 
the bush on this one: stubble's a bitch. 
It's a bitch for both of you. But I'm 
sure your girlfriend loves you and and 
I'm sure she will enjoy walking 
around with a 5 'o clock shadow 
between her legs just about as much 
as you'll enjoy rubbing your face 
against it. 
No one wants that, so you have to 
at least play fair. Be willing to do to 
yourself what you are so eager to 
force your girlfriend into. That way 
there is at least something in it for her 
besides nicks and cuts on an area 
inhospitable to band-aids. Enjoy the 
shave together and often, because 
(repeat after me): stubble's a bitch. 
As a final thought we would like to 
thank all the perverted and demented 
souls who requested our advice. 
Thank you . 
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Kayla Nabb, sophomore communication major, plays volleyball at Carey Lake. 
Summer hot spots 
by Katie Kerber 
Staff reporter 
It's official - the sun has finally 
arrived. Temperatures are rising and 
students are flocking to any local 
sunning destination to catch some 
rays and start their summer job of 
becoming a professional sun tanner. 
But when it comes time to decide 
where to spend those sunny after-
noons, choices are limited. 
Unfortunately this isn't San Diego, 
and white, sandy beaches are a three 
hour plane ride away. Therefore, 
one must settle for what's here. 
Since this is Ellensburg, the 
options aren't very broad. People's 
Pond, Vantage and Barto lawn are 
just a few sunning destinations with-
in 35 minutes driving distance. They 
aren't necessarily the North Shore 
of Oahu, but they work. 
Despite rumors of a dead cow 
floating in the pond and endless 
amounts of goose poop, People's 
Pond is one of the most popular sun-
ning spots in Ellensburg. 
Located on Carey Lake, right 
next to the golf course, it has a spa-
cious grassy field where a sunbather 
can lay in the sun, play a game of 
volleyball or throw a Frisbee. The 
pond itself doesn't have clear-blue 
water, which would be ideal; 
instead, it looks mucky brown. 
"The pond is perfect if you just 
have an hour or so to lay in the sun," 
Amber Milligan, senior biology 
major, said. "Just be sure to bring a 
It's nice to walk 
outside of your 
dorm and just 
relax in the sun. 
'' Rikki Davis 
STUDENT 
thick blanket to lay on, and don't 
walk around without shoes on." 
Barto lawn is another popular 
sunning spot right here on campus. 
It's the perfect destination for fresh-
men or any other students living in 
the dorms. Students flock there after 
classes to catch some rays and to 
play catch and football. 
"It's nice to walk outside of your 
dorm and just relax in the sun," 
Rikki Davis, sophomore elementary 
education major, said. "If you need 
anything from your room, you can 
just run inside and get it." 
The last but not least sunning 
destination is Vantage. Located off 
I-90 about 35 minutes east, Vantage 
is the best place to enjoy the sun-
shine. 
Any beach located on the river is 
sure to be better than the Pond and 
Barto lawn. It's quite a commute, so 
try to make it a day trip. Pack sand-
wiches and a half-rack of Corona 
and enjoy a day in the sun. 
"I like going camping in Vantage 
for the night," Natalie Nelson, sen-
ior physical education major, said. 
"My friends have been coming here 
for Memorial weekend for the past 
five years." 
Be sure to invite any friends with 
jet skis or a boat; a launch site is 
located right off the first exit in 
Vantage. 
So, after finals, when the sun is 
shining, enjoy some relaxation time 
at People's Pond, Barto lawn or 
Vantage. 
regnant and scared? 
You nave options. 
1-800-395-HELP 
Free test Caring. ConfidentaL 
ht Blensburg 92 5-22 7:3 
CA_llE.Nf~T. 
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Barto Hall Playboy 
legend exposed 
by Natalie Bing 
Staff reporter 
From Lola haunting Kamola Hall 
to Playboy magazine declaring Barto 
a party dorm, the residence halls of 
Central Washington University have 
certainly had their fair share of 
rumors. 
"I came to Central in 1967, and 
the rumor of a relationship between 
Central and Playboy can officially be 
put to an end. 
"We get a lot of calls from univer-
sities, normally in the fall, saying they 
were nominated for some sort of party 
school," Mike Ostrowski, from the 
Reader Service Department of 
Playboy, said. "What it usually turns 
out to be is an urban legend." 
Because of prior to that, I heard 
when I got on cam- _ 
pus that Central 
had been recog-
nized by Playboy 
as _a party institu-
tion," John 
Drinkwater, direc-
tor of Campus Life, 
said. 
'' 
Playboy's detailed 
archive system, 
the validity of the 
urban legend was 
quickly rejected. 
What it usually 
turns out to be is 
an urban legend. 
"In September 
of '68, Playboy 
did a Campus 
Action Chart," 
Ostrowski said. 
"The University of 
Wisconsin was 
ranked number 
one and there was 
' ' These rumors 
circulating 
Central's campus 
have misinformed 
incoming freshmen 
and altered alumni 
Mike Ostrowski 
PIA l'JJ()}' RF.ADER SERVICJ~ 
attitudes about their alma mater. 
"When I got here, that was th~ 
buzz. And in those days, that was 
pretty cool stuff," Drinkwater said. 
Current students are enticed by the 
idea that Central is a part of Playboy 
history. 
"I heard that in the early 80s, 
Central was voted a top party school 
by Playboy and that Barto Hall used 
to be the joint," Geoff Crump, senior 
sociology major, said. 
To the disappointment of many, 
join 
the 
no mention of 
Central. Then i'n October of '76, 
University of California Los Angeles 
was number one and still no mention 
of Central. In '69, Ul}.iversity of 
Florida was number one, and in 
January of '87 there was a listing for 
the top 40 Universities and Central is 
not on the list." 
Central's status of top party col-
lege is like checking with the bouncer 
at a party at Hef's: not on the list. 
"That doesn't mean that it's not a 
fun school to be at," Ostrowski said. 
Obserue·· 
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, Wildcat athletes Of the year PAGE 14 J Wildcats excel beyond the field as scholar athletes PAGE 1s 
This day in history: 
1957 
NY narcotics investigator, Dr Herbert 
Berger, urges AMA to investigate use of 
stimulating drugs by athletes 
photos by Joe Whiteside and Lindsey Jackson/Observer 
(top) Central's football team beat Western Washington University on its way to an 11-0 overall record and to become 2002 GNAC champions. 
(above) 
Kenny 
Salvini tries 
to pin a 
Yakima 
Community 
College 
opponent. 
(near right) 
Central's 
star runner, 
Alicen Maier, 
finishes sec-
ond at the 
Spike Arlt 
Invitational. 
(top center) 
Annie 
Franks 1-ays 
down a hit 
for the 
Wildcat soft-
ball team. 
The year in 
revie 
(left) junior 
guard 
Scotty 
Freymond 
dunks the 
ball during a 
home 
game. 
(bottom) 
Adrienne 
Henderson 
competes in 
a swim 
meet. 
Coaches make the 
most of scarse funding 
by Takeshi Kojima 
Staff reporter 
An equation involving 481 stu-
dent-athletes and $500,000 won't 
equal a lot of blue-chippers for 
Central Washington University 
sports. 
Bonnie Peterson, assistant athletic 
director for business affairs, said 
Central has approximately $500,000 
for athletic scholarships each year. 
Jack Bishop, athletic director, said 
each coach is given allocated scholar-
ships based on the percentage of 
what's legal by the NCAA rules. 
' Coaches decide how much is given to 
each student. 
"Our total revenue for schqlar-
ships is placed into our pool that is 
under the direction of Paula Romeo," 
Bishop said. "We have a total number 
that includes waivers, · housing 
waivers, cash from donors and 
endowment money." 
The Wildcat women's volleyball 
team had 16 players in 2002. None of 
them got a full scholarship from the· 
Central athletic scholarship program. 
Bishop said donation money is an 
overall fundraising plan. The athletic 
department is planning a golf tourna-
ment this summer with proceeds 
going to athletic scholarships. 
"Scholarships for student athletes 
are the number one priority of our 
department, and so we work very 
hard at building that," Bishop said.' 
"That's really how you be competi-
tive with other institutions no matter 
what you have for coaches, travel 
money, or whatever you've got to 
have top student athletes. We're 
always trying to make money that we 
can tum and give back to the student 
athletes in the form of scholarships." 
Because coaches cannot offer the 
new players full scholarships, they 
have struggled with and have paid 
attention to recruiting compared with 
other Division II schools, such as 
Western Washington University 
'' vlle have to be very 
careful who we 
bring in because 
our money has got 
a long way to go. 
'' 1 eff Whitney 
WOJ\11-:N'S BASKCrHAU, COACH 
"We have to be very careful who 
we bring in because our money has 
got to go a long way, where as the 
bigger schools with 15 full-rides can 
take a few gambles, and we can ' t do 
that," Jeff Whitney, women's basket-
ball head coach, said. "The players 
we bring in here we know that 
they 've got to be able to play, and that 
they 're going to contribute to our pro-
gram over the four year haul." 
Good grades help athletes get 
additional scholarships. Wildcat ath-
letes have proven they can be suc-
cessful academically. During the fall 
and winter quarter in 2002-2003, the 
Wildcat athletes' average GPA was 
3.0125. 
"Most of our girls we recruit are 
anywhere from 3.5 to 3.9s," Whitney 
said. "We do that because academi-
cally we can get them money from the 
other side of campus. That helps to 
put 'together a better package. When 
you go with an athlete 2.0 or some-
thing, they're going to have to take 
most of your athletic money to get 
them here. So we try to get as many 
sources of financial income that we 
can to put together a competitive 
package." 
Although Central has a smaller 
amount of money to hand out com-
pared to other schools, the coaches' 
network helps to get the better play-
ers. 
"We have tons of coaches out 
around the Northwest that are gradu-
ates from Central," Greg Sparling, 
men's basketball head coach, said. 
"With our location, we can't really 
get out to see everybody because in 
the winter we' re practicing so late, by 
the time we get out, it's hard to 
recruit." 
The Central Athletic Department, 
including faculty, staff and coaches, 
have tried to get as much money as 
they can to provide a better environ-
ment for Wildcat athletes_. In fact, 
Central has the best record of gender 
equity in the state of Washington. 
"Let's look back three years ago," 
Sparling said. "It's better than it was 
three years ago, but I hope each year 
keeps getting better. It's frustrating, 
but we have to deal with it. They (fac-
ulty) are doing everything they can to 
raise this money and when they do, 
we can get 8 to 10 scholarships like 
everybody else or NCAA 
allowed." 
SUMMER WORK 
II $12.15 Base-appt. II 
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Dare I say, 
"en fuego" 
Screw'em. Screw'em all. That's 
what I say. Californian athletes and 
sports fans can all kiss my skinny white ass. 
Okay, so maybe I'm being a little 
overzealous, but I am tired of 
California hoarding all the sports 
news. That state wins everything. 
And when it's not busy winning, its 
hosting Super Bowls, Rose Bowls and 
PGA Tour events. It's just not fair. 
I probably sound like a bigger 
whiner than Paul O'Neil in his prime, 
but damn, when does S_eattle get to 
celebrate? In the "big three" profes-
sional sports, Seattle hasn't seen a 
championship in my 24-year lifetime 
(unless you count the NBA Finals 
game I attended while still in Mom's 
stomach). 
A lot of built up competitive frus-
tration in the state of Washington 
needs to be let out. 
I want a chance to see Vladimir 
Radmanovich do his version of the 
Mark Madsen white-man dance. I 
want the Seahawks to finally drop 
their insulting "Shehawk" moniker. I 
want Ichiro, The Edgar and Boonie to 
all take a trip to Disneyland together. 
I want to attend a ticker-tape parade in 
downtown Seattle with 100,000 other 
sports-crazed fans~ 
Is that really too much to ask? 
During the past 12 months, the 
Lakers (3-peat), Raiders, Giants and 
Angels have all played for a champi-
onship. Not to mention the Mighty 
Ducks, Sparks, California Bears' and 
UCLA Bruins' fast pitch teams. 
Don't let me forget Heis~an winner 
and top NFL draft pick Carson 
Palmer. And top MLB draft pick 
Delmon Young. The list goes on and 
on. 
Can't California share a little bit? 
Do the words "World Champion 
Anaheim Angels" sound weird to 
anyone else? I'm still befuddled the 
Angels won the World Series last year 
- that was the ultimate insult to injury. 
With Mickey Mouse at the helm and 
that annoying rally monkey in the 
stands, the Halos tossed the Mariners 
to the side like a Bonnie bat-flip and 
went on to win the coveted Word 
Series ring. 
It was a great day when the Lakers 
got knocked out of the playoffs. I was 
ecstatic when the Raider Nation lost 
in the Super BowL And despite a 
whole lot of monkeys the Angels 
haven 't seen too many rallies this sea-
son. Now we just have to hope the 
Mighty Ducks don't bust out the 
Flying-V, Barry Bonds sees nothing 
but free passes the rest of the season 
and the Dodger pitchers fall out of 
this groove they've found of late. 
So I'll say it again - screw 
California. And while I'm at it, screw 
New York, too. The Boss and his 
YES Network can pucker up and kiss 
my ass as well. 
Rodeo club gallops to 
national competition 
by Kelly McBride 
Staff Reporter 
While most students will be taking 
finals the last week of school, three 
Central Washl_ngton University stu-
dents will be competing with some of 
the most talented cowboys and cow-
girls in the nation at the College 
National Finals Rodeo. 
Ryan Stewart, Casey Smith and 
Lindsey Peila all qualified to compete 
at nationals June 8 to 14 in Casper, Wyo. 
"This is a great accomplishment 
because the kids have worked hard all 
year," Kay Davis, rodeo club adviser 
said. "They've just got what it takes; 
it's amazing." 
Stewart, junior secondary educa-
tion major, competed at nationals the 
past two years. This year he placed 
first in the region and 10th in the 
nation in the calf roping. He will be 
competing in calf roping with his 
partner, Steen Schumacher, from 
Blue Mountain Community College 
(BMCC). He also placed seventh in 
the region for team roping and fifth in 
the all-around. 
"I need to have some luck, draw 
some good calves and have fun," 
Stewart said. 
This will be the third time Smith, 
senior marketing major, will be trav-
eling to a national competition. Smith 
placed sixth in the region in team rop-
ing. He will be competing in team 
roping at nationals with Jason Minor 
from BMCC. 
"You always need to expect to win 
when you go," Smith said. 
Peila, junior math educatio11 
major, placed second in the region for 
goat tying, third in the break-away 
roping and third in the all-around. 
Peila has already competed at nation-
als in the goat tie twice before. 
The students will leave on Friday 
to haul their horses on the almost 
2,000 mile trip. They must come up 
with some of their own money to fund 
the trip, but the club has helped raise some 
money for them over the season. 
"It's a good feeling," Smith said. 
_"You work for it all year long." 
Competitors from every college 
that has a rodeo club in America, and 
some from Canada, will be competing 
at nationals. Preliminaries begin on 
June 9 and finals will be held June 14. 
ESPN will be covering the rodeo 
although no air date is set 
"This is it," Davis said. "This is 
what they've worked for all year 
long. The standings have proven that 
they have worked their way to the top." 
The Central rodeo club women's 
team took fourth in the region and 
the men's team placed sixth this 
season. 
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Leaders of the pack 
Three Wildcats are selected as the 2002-03 athletes of the year 
Lindsey Jackson/Observer 
Brian Potucek (84) was a GNAC player of the week twice. 
by Danica Stickel 
Staff reporter 
Brian Potucek, a sophomore 
walk-on from Lakewood Tacoma, 
has proven himself a competitive 
wide receiver for the Wildcats and is 
the fall sport Athlete of the Year. 
Potucek was named the D2foot-
ball.com Air-American first team as 
well as a second team Daktronics All-
West region choice. The Great 
Northwest Athletic Conference 
(GNAC) also recognized him as the 
offensive player of the week twice 
and ultimately named him the offen-
sive player of the year. 
The accolades Potucek has 
received are not surprising, consider-
ing he had 11 touchdowns and 86 
catches for 1,265 yards, making. him 
only the third person to reach 
1,000 yards in a season in 
Wildcats history. 
"I am just doing what I can to help 
the team," Potucek said. "Individual 
stats stick out, but it's winning that 
counts the most." 
photo courtesy Brian Viafore 
Brian Viafore set a Wildcat record by blasting 1 7 homeruns. 
by Danica Stickel 
Staff reporter 
Winter sport's Athlete of the 
Year, senior Terry Thompson, 
made the most of his time at 
Central. 
The 6' 4" guard transferred from 
Edmonds Community College to 
Central after he was made an off er 
he couldn't refuse. What the coach-
es and his teammates got was 
more than they had bargained 
for. 
Thompson averaged 16.3 points 
and 4.6 rebounds. Over his two 
years and 50 games playing for the 
Wildcats, he has scored 835 points. 
It is no surprise he was named the 
team's MVP. 
Thompson was also recognized 
as th_e GNAC Athlete of the Week 
for the week of December 9, 
2002- and was the MVP of the 
42nd annual Chico State 
Invitational in 2001. 
"He's one of those ball players 
who's probably going to play 
beyond Central," Coach Greg 
Sparling said. 
by Observer staff 
Senior Brian Viafo~e is Athlete of 
the Year for spring sports. The first 
baseman from Fircrest, Wash. piled 
up the milestones with his record-
breaking season. 
However, the biggest accomplish-
ment for Viafore came after the sea-
son was over when he was selected in 
the 28th round of the first year player 
draft by the Arizona Diamondbacks. 
"It's been my dream ever since I 
was a kid," Viafore said about getting 
the oportunity to play Major League 
Baseball. 
A regional scout for the 
Diamondbacks will visit Viafore to 
Joe Whiteside/Observer 
Terry Thompson was named 
as Central Washington 
University's team MVP. 
discuss his contract sometime this 
wee~. After that, Viafore will take his 
final exams early and travel to 
Yakima for a mini-camp with other 
Diamondback draftees, but he is 
expected to be the everyday first 
· baseman for the Missoula Osprey, the 
Diamondbacks rookie team. 
Viafore was named the GNAC 
Co-Player of the Year and was also a 
member of the 2003 GNAC All-
Academic Team. 
Viafore broke the Wildcats' home-
run record and led the GNAC with his 
17 homeruns, 53 RBl's, .743 slugging 
percentage and 130 total bases. 
"Things turned out well for 
_myself," Viafore said. 
Coaches of the year 
by Matt Yoakum 
Staff reporter 
Now that the spring sports season 
has come to a close, it's time to recog-
nize the best of the best. 
The votes are in for Central 
Washington University's 2003 
Coaches of the Year. In this year's 
vote, fell ow coaches from all three 
sports seasons made the call as to who 
they think deserves the recognition for 
both men's and women's sports. 
JOHN ZAMBERLIN 
In a unanimous decision on the 
men 's side, football coach John 
Zamberlin was voted Coach of the 
Year for men's sports. Zamberlin led 
the Wildcats to a stellar 11-1 season 
with a 6-0 away record and a 5-1 
home mark. It was only the third time 
in school history that Central's foot-
ball team has finished the season with 
11 wins. 
"He really brought together team 
unity among the players," Jacob 
Galloway, junior defensive end, said. 
John Zamberlin 
"He's also made us realize what it 
takes to be a national champion. All 
the extra conditioning and training 
that Zamberlin is putting us through is 
his way of showing us the big picture, 
and now he's giving us a roadmap to 
get there." 
Zamberlin's fifth ranked Wildcats 
ended the 2002 campaign as the Great 
Northwest Athletic Conference 
Champions before they were ousted 
Jeff Whitney 
by University of California Davis in 
the first round of the playoffs. 
In Zamberlin 's sixth year as head 
coach, he produced seven All-
Americans selected to either the first, 
second, third or honorable mention 
teams. Senior defensive end Lance 
Gibson also signed a free agent con-
tract with the New York Jets. 
JEFF WHITNEY 
In women's sports, the honor goes 
to the head basketball coach, Jeff Whitney. 
During Whitney's sixth year as 
head coach of the women's basketball 
team he took the Wildcats to the quar-
terfinals of the NCAA II West Region 
Tournament. Central posted a record 
of 17-9 with a home record of 7-4 and 
a 9-3 away mark. 
"Jeff always prepares us for every-
thing; he has opponents scouted up 
and down, which helped us win some 
games this last year," Karissa Martin, 
senior guard, said. 
Whitney guided the Wildcats to 
the tournament for the third time in 
four years before losing to Montana 
State-Billings 91-69 in the 2002-03 
quarter finals of the tournament. 
Adding to Whitney's credibility as 
a top basketball coach, Central has 
signed two top recruits for next sea-
son: Ashley Blake, the 2003 
Associated Press 3A Player of the 
Year for the state of Washington, and 
Rachel Ross, the MVP of the 
Northwest Athletic Association from 
Grays Harbor Community College. 
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Athletes put school first 
Three scholar-athletes went above and beyond both on the field and in the classroom during the 2002-03 school year 
By Andrew Grinaker 
Staff reporter 
FALL QUARTER 
WINTER QUARTER 
LINDSAY WEISS: women's basketball forward - 3.68 GPA, 
junior accounting major, Goldendale, Wash. 
SPRING QUARTER 
LINDY MULLEN: track and field- 4.0Q GPA, sophomore biol~ 
ogy major, mid-distance runner, Sedro Woolley, Wash. 
ZAK HILL: football quarterback - 3.31 GPA, junior school 
health education major, Battle Ground, Wash. Numbers add up well for Weiss. Whether she is scoring bas-
kets for Central or earning a degree in accounting. Weiss entered 
spring quarter with a 3.68 GPA and averaged a team-high 12.3 
points and 5.7 rebounds this season. Weiss led the Wildcats to a 
17-9 record and a trip to the post-season. 
Perfection is something few attain. Mullen is almost halfway 
there. With nearly two years completed at Central, Mullen holds 
a 4.00 GPA. Mullen also competes in the 800 meter and the mile 
for Central's track team. Mullen placed in the Top 10 in three of 
four meets this year and was an integral part of the 4 x 400 meter 
relay team that set the school record. 
Hill was outstanding in and out of the classroom this year. 
Along with his 3.31 GPA in school health education, Hill led the 
Wildcats to an 11-1 record and a spot in the NCAA Division II 
national playoffs . Hill led the nation for Division U comple-
tion percentage and threw 2,695 yards and 22 touch-
downs. 
FUTURE CAREER PLANS: To teach health and fitness at the 
high school level and coach football or baseball. 
FUTURE CAREJ;:R PLANS: "I want to work for an accounting 
firm, a business or bank," Weiss said. "I'm not sure right 
now." 
FUTURE CAREER PLANS: "I might go into ecology, go into 
graduate school, but I'm not sure," Mullen said. "I'm just focus-
ing on more school after Central." 
HILL ON THE CHALLENGE OF BALANCING FOOTBALL AND 
SCHOOL: "It's definitely difficult. Football takes a huge amount 
of time, with homework on road trips, missing classes, but it's 
definitely manageable." 
CHALLENGE OF SCHOOL AND BASKETBALL: "We are on the 
road a lot, so it gets tough, but you just need to know how to 
manage your time," Weiss said. 
THEY 'sAID IT: "We have a pretty strict code academically, our 
team goa1 is to be the number one team in the classroom," 
Women's Basketball Coach Jeff Whitney said. "We have 
mandatory study sessions on the road, Lindsay falls into 
the ~ategory of helping our team reach our goal and she ' 
helps our cause." 
CHALLENGE OF SCHOOL AND TRACK AND FIELD: "It hasn't been 
too hard," Mullen said. "It's a matter of setting time aside, 
track helps me to stay on track and clear the stress out of 
my day." 
THEY SAID IT: "The demands of football and college academ-
ics are high," Football Coach John Zamberlin said. "You have 
to have your priorities in line, you're here to get an education 
and Zak is a perfect example of that." 
1969 DODGE PICKUP. 3/4 ton, WANTED: LOOKING FOR A 
318 motor, VS, Posi rear end, LONGBOARD! I need one now! 
Everything works, runs great. (Mine was stolen on Saturday) 
$349 OBO, 933-4865 933-2161. 
TONS OF FUN! 1997 Yamaha 
Banshee. T5 pipes, new transmis-
NEED A PLACE TO LIVE starting 
summer quarter? Share 2 bedroom 
sion/top end, KNN air filter, Ceet apt, $307.50/month plus utilities and 
graphics kit, new clutch, ITP hole 
shots on Douglas rims. $5500 
phone. Very nice apt. 933-2968 
OBO 962-4393 ROOMMATE NEEDED ASAP 
FOR SUMMER SUBLET!!! I need 
2001 MITSUBISHI GALANT, a responsible roommate (m/f) to 
SOK miles, take over payments. If sublet my apartment from June 15th-
interested, call 509.830.2996. Aug. 31st. Rent $295ea.+ util. Clean 
and spacious. I will not be here all 
1983 TOYOTA COROLLA, 2 dr. summer. Call Justina @ 962.4402 or 
Hatchback, 5spd. Good Transporta- 963.1732 for details! 
tion 35 + mpg. $550 OBO. (509) 
961-7321 . tjcushing@hotmail.com WANTED-FEMALE TO SHARE 
a nice two bedroom apartment for 
1989 VOLKWAGEN FOX FOR the summer. $340 per month plus 
SALE!!!!! It is a mechanic special. I half of electric, phone, cable and 
will sell it as a whole or part it out. internet. Call 963-8813 ask for 
Any questions please call (509)-933- Brianne. 
3070 (home) or (206)-355-8978 DO YOU WANT TO LIVE IN A 
(cell). CASTLE? Female roomate wanted 
1995 MITSUBISHI GALANT LS, for rent starting June to next year. 
Rent: $325/mo, includes water, 4 door, 4 cyl, at, fully loaded, AM/ 
garbage, and sewer 3rd floor FM/CD, moonroof, 127K, newer 
Ellensburg Castle. Contact Erika @ transmission, brakes, and spark 
962-5345 or arieka p@hotmail.com plugs $4200. Ask for Rachel 509-
962-4078 NEW 2 BDRM APT for Rent 
1987 MERCURY TOPAZ, 4 dr, starting mid-June or July 1st. 
AT. Good condition, newer engine. Perfect for summer students. W /SI 
$400 obo. 899-2803. G & Cable included. Lease ends 
Aug 31st, can be renewed . 1 block 
19TH ST. DUPLEX FOR RENT. to CWU. 962-4122 
Avoid $250 cleaning fee! Sign 2 
month lease or longer! Sign lease NEED A PLACE FOR SUMMER? 
for July-August for summer school Next year? Two rooms available 
or stay and renew for next year. 3 after graduation! Two fun girls need 
bedroom, fun neighborhood- $895/ a guy or girl roommate! 4 br, 2 bath 
month, basic cable and water house. One room $200/month, the 
included. Call Janna or Kristi @ other $250/month. Pay util., cable, 
509-925-4642 for details. phone. Yard, laundry, DW, A/C. On 
2) 1993 MAZDA MX-6 for sale. CD Helena Street. 962-4566 
player, sunroof, new tires, A/C, cruise 
control. 3,500 or better offer. Call SUBLET MY STUDENT VILLAGE 
Janna @ 509-925-4642. apartment for the summer. $300/_ 
month. Call Charity @ 963-8731 for 
98 JETTA GL: AT, white, sunroof, details. 
alarm, PD, set up for CD changer. 
929-4879 AFFORDABLE LIVING WHILE 
ATTENDING CWU! 2 bed 2 bath 
SPECIAL OFFER LEASE ON MF home for sale rrew carpet, new 
BABYSITTER HORSE and DW, WD, many upgrades $14000, 
gaited Morgan Mare call 925-1715 OBO. 509-962-1661 
leave message 
ROOM AVAILABLE FOR 
SUBLEASING in 3 bedroom apt. in 
Mercer Creek Meadows $250 per 
month for rent, starting end of school 
until August. Call (425) 268-1743 
TOSHIBA TECRA 550CDT LAP 
TOP Computer.Over 1000$ new. D-
Link Ethernet, 128mg of memory, 
, pentium processor, high speed CD 
Rom drive. Comes with Windows 
2000, Microsoft Office 2000 & 
carrying case with Battery Charger 
& floppy drive. $250 O.B.O 
CarrigaM@cwu.edu 5115 
F(>R SALE: SLEMER MARK VI 
Tenor Saxophone, 1971 original, 
great condition, call for price/details, 
963-8407 or (253)318-7964 
FURNITURE: Sofa, recliner, chairs 
all in good condition. Best offer 
accepted on each. Call 968-3327 
eve. 5/1 
FURNITURE FOR SALE: Two 
matching lamps, $15. Two matching 
end tables $25. Coffee table, $10. 
Computer desk, $30. Couch, $50. 
Call 962-4122 
2 COLTS potential dressage, 
jumping or endurance. 2,3 yr old 
$750 $1250. Judy 925-1715 
12" SUBWOOFER, 1000 WATTS, 
Dual Voice Coil, in a box. German 
Concept sub, not blown. $225 
O.B.0. 963-8194, leave message if 
not home. 
DINING ROOM TABLE w/ 4 
chairs, $75, 3-Piece bedroom dresser 
set, $75. Call 962-9319 
FUTON WITH WOOD FRAME 
$125, Oak entertainment center 
$100, End tables $10, all excellent 
condition. Call Jessica 963-7075 
MOVING TO HAWAII everything 
must go! 1996 Chevy Cavalier, blue, 
great condition, tint, cd stereo, 
automatic everything, includes 
studded snow tires $4,500. Also have 
beds, end tables,dressers, and lots of 
other furniture. Call Kelly at 962-
8287! 
THEY SAID IT: "She is a perfect choice for scholar athlete," 
Kevin Adkisson, track and field coach, said. "She juggles her 
course load, gets her work done and practices hard. It's been 
very impressive." 
HAVE THE BEST SUMMER OF REWARD ($750) FOR RETURN 
YOUR LIFE! Roommate needed OF LAPTOP, misc. books & binder 
to live with two fun girls on 19th lost near Jongeward Phys. Plant 
St .. Negotiable rent. 962-2365, ask parking lot on Thursda)', May 29, 
for Emily. about 5:30 pm. $750 reward, no 
questions asked. Return to front 
SERIOUS WRITER WANTED for desk at Jongeward, NO QUES-
collaboration on feature-length film TIONS ASKED. 
script over the summer. 
Screenwriting experience preferred · FURNITURE FOR SALE: Black 
but not necessary. Charles 933-4570. metal futon, $60. Computer desk, 
1992 GEO STORM COUPE, 
$60. Both in great condition. 
Bought in September 2001. Call 
French blue, 5 spd., 90k miles, welf-
maintained and very nice! $12100 
925-2704. 
OBO. 933-4750. WANTED: HARD-WORKING 
COLLEGE STUDENTS TO 
ROOMMATE NEEDED FOR 
SUMMER. Three blocks from 
PAINT HOMES IN THE 
campus, $235 per month. Call SOUTH SEATTLE AREA FOR 
Michael at 933-4197. THE SUMMER. GREAT PAY, 
ENORMOUS OPPORTUNITY _ 
LOOKING FOR SOMETHING FOR BONUSES!!! IF INTER-
fun to do this summer? Why not a ESTED PLEASE CALL 
road trip? 23 year old music major 206-220-8155. 
trying to find some people to 
accompany me to So. California for 
NEED 2-BDRM APARTMENT first 4 weeks of summer to hit some 
hot spots and make it a memorable TO SUBLET this summer. Two 
summer. Join Me. For info mature, studious (read: clean, no 
Damiendarby 136@hotrnail,com parties) Wenatchee CWU students 
need summer digs in Ellensburg, 
preferably on campus, June 30 to 
PRICE REDUCED! 1994 Geo Aug. 7. Please call 509.665.7689 or 
Prizm, 5 sp., new brakes &, 
alternator. Great condition, 104k 
email jmarantos@nwi.net. 
miles, $3299. Call 933-4389 NEED A SPANISH SPEAKING 
babysitter for a 4 yearold. 933-2161 
2 BD APT. AT UNIVERSITY 
PARK, wsg pd., fr.ee parking, half TWO ENDFEST TICKETS for 
June rent-free, plus no deposit Sale!! June 21rst at the Gorge! 
needed to put down. If you would Deftones and Godsmack 
like to take over lease (which ends 8/ headlining.Originally $ 66.00, on 
31/03), please call 509.830.2996 Sale for $44.00 each. Can pick up . 
UP TO $500/WK, Pff, preparing on June 10th. Call Janee' at 933-
2563. 
mailings. Not Sales. No experi-
ence required. Flexible Schedules. WANTED DANCERS 
626-294-3215 FOR 2003-2004 DANCE TEAM 
FUTON BUNKBED Good INTERESTED? CONTACT 
condition, with mattresses. $100 Call KRISTEN 963-8587 or 
Pauline or dan, 933-1105 smithk@cwu.edu 
1988 TOYOTA TERCEL, $500 THANKS TO EVERYONE WHO 
Runs well. Call 925-7946 for info. CONTRIBUTED TO THE 
OBSERVER THIS YEAR. YOUR 
1994 HYUNDAI SCOUPE: Tinted EFFORTS ARE APPRECIATED 
windows, AM/FM CD player, 5 MORE THAN YOU KNOW. 
speed, $2, 100 Call 509-945-6611 
e'"''""e 
CWU Students describe University Court as 
''THE BEST CRIB IN TOWN!'' 
Lo,oking for something 
twice as nice? 
:.: ' :['.~.<?):~ ~t~1 
Two bedrooms, two bdths, two closets ... 
it's just the beginning. 
It's Unique. TWO bedrooms, TWO full baths. Built-in computer desks. TWO closets in each bedroom. _ 
~t's Relaxed. Awesome clubhouse, tanning salon and the coolest laundry-mat in town! 
It's New. -Energy-e.fficient, designer touches and quality throughout. 
' . 
It's High Tech. Fiber optic, high speed T-3 internet connection available in each unit. 
It's Affordable. Just a better place at the right price. Less$$$ than the dorms! 
Sign a lease this week and get FREE TANNING for a year! 
COME ON BY AND CHECK US OUT. 
